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World Traveler Debbie Pappyn exclusive DeMorgen.be makes every day a
blog piece about how the World Cup the world in his power. She brings
tips and tricks for traveling in South Africa but also for travel in the
participating countries, to North Korea.

Exchange in Lisbon soccer power
briefly in the bike and pull on
discoveries iberia bike , a nice bike
organization that Portugal and its
capital in a different way to the
sports shows traveler.

Owner and avid bike lover's Didier
Mimoso years ago who first dared
to cycling in the city of introducing
countless hills. We tried five years
ago: first gently, flat along the
waterfront, along the Tagus and
then little by little the city. Hill
(waiving and sweating) and hill (hair
in the wind and Lisbon at your feet).
Even better: on the ferry, the Tagus
and on the other side of the river to
take a light lunch overlooking the
city.

Iberia is now the bike with the wind.
Lisbon recently submitted a new cycle path along the Tagus, especially for his
cycling visitors and residents. Even better, it was not only a poetic gewoon cycle
route through the Guardador the Rebanhos, a poem by the famous Portuguese
writer Fernando Pessoa, who are on the path can read while you're biking. Trip
Advisor recently said it while cycling exploring Lisbon as one of the 30 must-do
activities of the town.

Not bad if you know there is a selection of nearly 300 tourist attractions and
activities including the big block busters such as Belém tarts eat or take a train
elevator. Apparently, the hills of Lisbon no obstacle for the sporty city tripper.
(Debbie Pappyn)
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